The Fryske Akademy is a multi-disciplinary institute, with scholarly research into the Frisian language, culture, history and society as its core responsibility.

Scholarly Research
In 2012, 33 projects were concluded, among which Politikografie, four HISSG Overijssel, and Drenthe, Language Rights, and Taxeit GEplei (Language Development in Twente) in addition to a number of projects on launched, including Riddle of Literary Quality, Tunes and Talks, Taambehedt (Language Vitality) and LenaNH (Language and Education Addressed through Research and Networking by Mercator).

Doctorates
On 28 June 2012, historiennis Sjoukje damstra observed his doctorate from Universiteit Leiden for his thesis on Guldner urphjed Politiescule en stamsta rmeet in Groningen. 1583-1648. - Simon Groenendaal and flemke mid his supervisors. The six doctorate researches were:
- Meriel Groot-Ameel, on the poenrentoelkeint van het land (The linguistic development of young Frisian children) - Jelke Dijkstra
- Schipper en de Molen, toekomstgevend in Friesland (Friesian and Verba,
- Leeuwarden.
- De Deijter, studie van de frisian en asleke jongvolwassenen (The English language development in Frisian and Basque adolescents) - Myrijn Groot-Ameel.
- Communicatieve vaardigheden van de Friesen basisscholieren (Communicative skills of Frisian primary school students) - Marrit Jansma
- Cruyven of de Vocht, door - Roniem Stapel

The end of 2012, the Fryske Akademy (in cooperation with the University of Amsterdam) gained four new doctoral research projects in the framework of the International Graduate Research School (IGR) of the University Campus Fryslân.

Core Publications
- Bergema, Wim, Eenge plandis- wendige geschiedenis van de Frisian coalitie Poppo van Bumanooit uit de Westelijk Ongehoord. (Hilversum, Veronara.
- Faber, Niek R et al., Innovation and Knowledge Management for Sustainability. Y. N. S. Note. (Onlinetinf.
- Becker, Bert van den Broek, Multilingualism and Language Teaching in Europe: The Case of Frisian and the Work of the Mercator European Research Centre. In: A. Graaf E. (eds.) (Online First).
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